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Is it time for you to quit?
Very good article by Pete Scazzero with Geri Scazzero
The journey into a profound transformation in my pastoral leadership began when my wife,
Geri, said, “I quit.” Refusing to continue pretending everything was “fine,” she quit the
church –and I was the pastor!
The powerful journey we took together – to “quit” the things that really don’t belong to
Jesus’ kingdom and embrace the things that do – changed our personal lives, our
marriage and our church.
Quitting goes hand in hand with choosing God’s will and ways. Taking up these “quits” is
imperative if we are to raise up healthy, biblical churches that effectively engage the world
with the gospel.
Here are the eight things we had to quit in order to truly minister to our congregation –
Quit being afraid of what others think (Choose freedom) -- I am willing to cut through the
disapproval of others and do what is good, true and right. I no longer ignore the values I
hold dearly out of fear.
Quit lying (Choose truth) -- The degree to which I live in the truth -- with myself, God and
others -- is the degree to which I am free. By God’s grace, I will seek to speak the truth
respectfully, honestly and clearly.
Quit dying to the wrong things (Choose delighting in God’s gifts) -- I will no longer set
aside or devalue activities or relationships that cause my soul to be fully alive (e.g. music,
dance, art, the outdoors, travel). I will lead from the joy that flows from the love of Jesus.
Quit denying anger, sadness, and fear (Choose embracing your humanity) -- I will avoid

extremes -- neither neglecting my emotions nor allowing them to run my life. I will allow
myself to experience them in the presence of God, calmly think them through, and then
lead appropriately as the Holy Spirit directs.
Quit blaming (Choose to take responsibility) -- As a human being made in God’s image, I
recognize that no one is responsible for my life but me. Unlike Adam (Genesis 3) I refuse
to blame others and fall into helplessness. By His grace, I choose to lead.
Quit overfunctioning (Choose letting go) -- I will no longer do for others what they can and
should do for themselves. I will push through my fears in the face of resistance, asking
God for courage and wisdom. Like Jesus, I will only complete the work the Father has
given me to do (John 17:4).
Quit faulty thinking (Choose to live in reality) -- I will refuse to make things bigger than they
are. And I will not believe the falsehood that things will never change. I will position myself
so that the Holy Spirit, and others, can correct my wrong assumptions and align me with
truth (John 8:32).
Quit living someone else’s life (Choose to be yourself) -- By God’s grace I will embrace the
unique life He has given me. I will listen to my God-given rhythms and let go of other
people’s agenda for my leadership.
(This article is based upon the book, I Quit, by Pete Scazzero with Geri Scazzero.)
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